Cherish your memories, but look forward...
Treasure your friendships but reach outward...
Learn from the past but move onward...
Live each day with hope and climb upward...

Daniela Eva Hofer
Finance & Entrepreneurship

Ryan Mahler Holbrook
Business Management
A Threesy to Chz 7's, always good times

Adam Scott Hollander
Management

Georgia L. Howe
Marketing

Huan Pin Hsu
Entrepreneurship
A special thanks for my parents and sisters who made the Babson Dream come true

Ming Hui
Business Management

Voso Dominique
Accounting

Katie M. Ingalls
Marketing
Roberto Antonio Triti  
Business Management

Melony Olayinka Isaac  
Marketing & MIS  
Babson College Radio, Babson Players, Black Student Union, Women's Leadership Program, Endorse Scholar, Library Information and Web Assistant. You know me or at least someone else who does.

Nicholas E. Iruiero  
Accounting

Ashley Jain  
Business Management

Jude M. Jason  
Finance

Katie Ann Jordan  
Marketing & Entrepreneurship

Andrew H. Jewett  
Finance

Ian Wayne Johnson  
Marketing & Entrepreneurship

Stephanie Marie Kafie  
Finance

Meghan Frances  
Kaiserman  
Business Management

Anushka Kakkar  
Finance & Economics  
Here's to all the great times I have had in Babson. Thanks everyone for the unforgettable memories!!

Robert M. Keams  
Business Management & Entrepreneurship

Cagersha Khaitan  
Economics  
There are some moments in life that stay with you forever, Babson has given me all these moments... My best times

Priya Hersh  
Khetarpal  
Entrepreneurship & Economics

Andrew H. Killeen  
Business Management
A lot of people are afraid to say what they want. That's why they don't get what they want.

- Madonna
Life is what you make out of it. You make the choice to enjoy it or not.

I want to thank my family, all my friends, faculty and staff for the support and the happy moments. Mom, you mean the world to me. Napred i nagore.
You can do anything you want to do. What is rare is this actually wanting it so much that you are practically blind to all other things and that nothing else will satisfy you. I know I have said a lot when I say you can do anything you want to do. But I mean it. Blunder ahead with your personal view. The real work of art is the result of a magnificent struggle.
Kenneth T. Malave, Jr.
Finance & Marketing
"Everybody would waste it all, to have a summer that they could call, memory that's full of fun, "seared up when it's all done"—Blink 182
Nothing ever happens if you don't show up—Calendar Girl

Patrick M. Malone
Accounting
"Your heart is free, have the courage to follow it."

Michael Aaron Mandel
Entrepreneurship
Chariman Babson Entrepreneurial Exchange
E-Tower
AEPI
President—Hillel

Supreet Kaur
Manikala
Business Management

Jonathan Z. Martin
Marketing

Kelly Maureen Martin
Business Management

Kashib Ibn Mateen
Entrepreneurship
"You miss 100% of the shots you don't take"

Adam Samaras
Mavrikes
Business Management

Terence D. McAndrew
Finance

Morgan Elizabeth-Ann McCaffery
Business Management

Brendon James McCarthy
Finance
Know thyself.

Corey Patrick McGovern
Marketing

Philip James McGuire
Accounting

J. Aaron McKen
Entrepreneurship & MIS
"Forget the meet, forget the cheer, let's go home and drink some beer."

Gerardo Joseph Mechalay
Business Management
Choreographed in the Babson Dance Ensemble, The Latino Dances for several years
"What is greatness? I will answer; it is the capacity to live by three fundamental values: reason, purpose, self-esteem."
- Ayn Rand

"When you want something, all the universe conspires in helping you achieve it."
- Paulo Coelho

Stephanie V. Michaelides
Marketing

Eliza T. Michie
Business Management

Julie Rebecca Miller
Marketing

Jamaal Linton
Mitchell
Accounting

"The present is the future's past, while the future waits for no man presently waiting in the past."

Delaney Gillingham
Merss
Business Management

Andrew Lee Mullin
Economics and Applied Statistics

Sheila H. Nanjego
Marketing & Management

Christopher Todd Nelson
Marketing & IT Management

Anh-Dao K. Nguyen
Marketing
"Babson Dance Ensemble, Peer Mentor, Women's Leadership Program"
We are more than conquerors through Him who loved us. Four special years! Huge thanks to all - family, friends & coaches, who’ve made it great.

Sheila H. Nanjego
Marketing & Management

Boston
What is life? It is the flash of a firefly in the night. It is the breath of a buffalo in the wintertime. It is the little shadow which runs across the grass and loses itself in the sunset.
-Crowfoot, Blackfoot warrior and orator, 1890

Jennifer A. Purington  
Business Management
Edouard Roger Picot  
Marketing

Sean Pilecki  
Finance

Felipe Pimentel  
Entrepreneurship & Marketing
"The true voyage of discovery lies not in seeing new landscapes but in having new eyes"

Ernst E. Pintar  
Finance

Andrea Peggi  
Business Management

Eric J. Pontiff  
Finance

Sarah Rose Press  
Marketing

Tia Lynne Prevett  
Accounting

Joao Proenca  
Finance

Gregory Mark Provencat  
Marketing

Jennifer A. Purington  
Business Management

Jennifer Lynne  
Putnam  
Accounting

Samarah Sharlaine  
Qadir  
Entrepreneurship & Economics

Paige L. Rabalais  
Business Management

Alexandra Nicole Rad  
Finance